
Famous Olympic Athlete Report Project Due: Week 9, Friday 10th September 2021

Goal: Create a display about a Famous Olympic Athlete.
Learning Intention: To improve researching, summarising and presentation skills using a current worldwide event.

You must choose a current Olympic athlete that you would like to learn more about. You will do research on the athlete and respond to the questions
below. You must then use this information to create a visual display to showcase the information you have learnt about your Olympic athlete. For
example, you could choose to display your research as a diorama, triorama, poster, mobile or use another format (discuss your idea with your
teacher). Your display must be colourful, creative, make sense, be well organised, easy to understand and contain both words and images to share
your information about your athlete.

The following list outlines the questions that you must respond to when creating your display.
1. Athlete name, country and sport.
2. Birth place and date of birth.
3. Why did they select the sport?
4. What type of training activities do they do?
5. What difficulties have they faced on their journey to becoming a famous athlete?
6. What awards and accomplishments have they achieved at the Tokyo 2021 Olympics?
7. What will they most be remembered for?
8. Who was/were their role model/s?
9. Additional information about the athlete such as hobbies, interests, involvement in a charity, what they plan to do after their sport career ends.

Timeline of Tasks to be completed in order to achieve the goal.

What? Why? By When?

Choose your Athlete and inform your teacher who your athlete
is. Decide on the type of display you will be creating.

So you can begin researching and have a plan
of what your project will look like once
completed.

End of Week 3 - 30/7/21

Begin researching your athlete and draft answers to the 9
questions.

So you are using good sources of information
to answer your questions.

End of Week 5 - 13/8/21

Type or Write up your ‘Good Copy’ of the Questions and
Answers to the 9 questions so they can be used in your
display.

So your responses have correct grammar and
punctuation and answer the questions
accurately or in enough depth.

End of Week 7 - 27/8/21

Complete your display by incorporating your answers to the 9
questions onto your display format, ready for handing in.

So your display is accurate, attractive and
completed on time.

End of Week 9 - 10/9/21



Famous Olympic Athlete Grading Rubric Name: _________________________________

Content 1 Mark 2 Marks 3 Marks 4 Marks 5 Marks

Athlete name, country and sport
&  Birth place and date of birth.

Contained 1 of the 5
requirements

Contained 2 of the 5
requirements

Contained 3 of the 5
requirements

Contained 4 of the 5
requirements

Contained 5 of the 5
requirements

Why did they select the sport &
What type of training activities
do they do?

Contained little detail
and only answered 1
question.

Contained some
detail answering both
questions.

Contained
appropriate detail
answering both
questions.

Contained
appropriate detail,
answering both
questions and further
explanation.

Contained appropriate
detail,  answering both
questions and further
explanation beyond the
question requirements.

What difficulties have they faced
on their journey to becoming a
famous athlete? & What awards
and accomplishments have they
achieved at the Tokyo 2021
Olympics?

Contained little detail
and only answered 1
question.

Contained some
detail answering both
questions.

Contained
appropriate detail
answering both
questions.

Contained
appropriate detail,
answering both
questions and further
explanation.

Contained appropriate
detail, answering both
questions and further
explanation beyond the
question requirements.

What will they most be
remembered for? & Who
was/were their role model/s?

Contained little detail
and only answered 1
question.

Contained some
detail answering both
questions.

Contained
appropriate detail
answering both
questions.

Contained
appropriate detail,
answering both
questions and further
explanation.

Contained appropriate
detail, answering both
questions and further
explanation beyond the
question requirements.

Additional information about the
athlete.

Contained little detail. Contained some
detail.

Contained
appropriate detail.

Contained
appropriate detail and
further explanation.

Contained appropriate
detail and further
explanation beyond the
question requirements.

Grammar, Punctuation &
Spelling

Many Grammar,
Punctuation &
Spelling errors.

Some Grammar,
Punctuation &
Spelling errors.

A few Grammar,
Punctuation &
Spelling errors.

Minor Grammar,
Punctuation &
Spelling errors.

No Grammar,
Punctuation & Spelling
errors.

Visual Display Neatness, creativity,
images and colour is
lacking.

Neatness, creativity,
images and colour is
basic.

Neatness, creativity,
images and colour is
appropriate.

Neatness, creativity,
images and colour is
impressive.

Neatness, creativity,
images and colour is
outstanding.

Task is handed in on Time Subtract 1 point for each day that the task is late.

Total                           /35

Grading Scale E = 7 marks  or less D = 8 - 14 marks C = 15 - 21 B = 22 - 28 A = 29 marks or more


